“With an MPT I Can...” Frequently Asked Questions

What are MPTs?

MPTs, or Multipurpose Prevention Technologies, are products that combine protection against unintended pregnancy, HIV, and other sexually transmitted infections. The condom is the only MPT currently available, but many new methods that are female initiated and more discreet are currently in development. For more information on MPTs, please visit www.MPTs101.org and www.cami-health.org.

Why we are asking you to participate?

We are asking women to help us show the need and demand for MPTs by joining in our campaign and having your picture taken with a sign that explains what an MPT would do for you. Using real women’s faces and reasons will help illustrate the potential impact of MPTs. What kind of problem would it solve? What would it enable you to do?

How it works?

1) Print out the page that says “With an MPT I can...” and complete the phrase.
2) Take a self-photograph, or have a friend take a photograph, of you holding up the page with your completed statement.
3) Sign the photo release from the attached documents.
4) Email the photo and signed photo release to kstewart@cami-health.org.
5) Your photo will be uploaded onto the dedicated campaign webpage.